Top Rare & Ancient Coin Selections

March 2020

Below are a few of our favorite inventory selections and we’ve priced them to sell. Truly great coins are hard to
find, regardless of the price, and we pride ourselves on locating and placing some of the best the market has to offer.
Have questions or don’t see what you’re looking for? Just call 1-800-928-6468 and let us help.
Gordian III Silver Double-Denarius NGC Extremely
Fine –This large, impressive silver coin dates back to
Ancient Rome. Depicting Gordian III, the youngest to
rule the empire at 13, this Double Denarius is a solid value
in the current marketplace in our opinion, not to mention, it’s just cool. Coin pictured is not the exact coin you
will receive, however, it is the quality you can expect.
Only one available for $169.
1564-95 Austrian Taler NGC About Uncirculated 58
– Gorgeous and original silver Taler from Austria in the
late 1500’s with a fantastic overall appearance. Larger
than a US Silver Dollar and highly undervalued in
comparison given their age and quality. This particular
example is very choice with an interesting obverse.
Only one available for $495.

1903 New Orleans Morgan Dollar NGC MS-66 –
Check out this superb, high end Morgan Dollar from
1903 New Orleans! PCGS has awarded the coin a
supremely high grade of Mint State 66 and this issue is
very hard to find in higher grades than this. While 4.45
million were issued, very few are around today in such
a high grade as the present example. Excellent coin and
seldom seen nicer. Only $990.
1896-P $20 Liberty Gold Coin PCGS/NGC Mint
State-63 – We absolutely love the current value that can
be found in Double Eagles from the late 1800s and early
1900s. We look for issues with either low mintages, low
survival rates, and particularly when they can be acquired
at a very small premium in price to common dates like
the 1904. Highly recommended, call for other dates and
up to the minute pricing and availability. Only $2,150.
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1811 Mexican 8 Escudo NGC Mint State 61 – Great
coin from Colonial Mexico in 1811—out of 27 total
graded by NGC just three are known finer. There is a
fantastic overall look and luster to this coin
complemented by a bold, well centered strike. The
Emperor is prominently featured on the obverse in
regal fashion. This is a great coin for the price in our
opinion. Only one available for $3,850.

1819 Mexican 8 Escudo NGC Mint State 62 –
Classic Roman design from 1819 Mexico that is one of
just three in the grade with one finer. Super coin for the
money of this seldom seen design type. Hard to believe
this coin was issued over 200 years ago....just seems like
a great value not only due to the quality and rarity, but
the overall beauty is certainly noteworthy.
Only one available for $4,525.

Ferdinand & Isabel Two Excelente NGC MS- 61 –
Seldom seen in any condition, these elusive and
important gold Two Excelentes were minted in the late
1400’s and early 1500’s in Spain under the union of
Ferdinand and Isabella. These are the coins that funded
Columbus’ trip to America and there are around only
300 of them certified in all grades today. Absolutely
remarkable find and each is one of a kind with different
markings and symbols.
Only $5,850, call for other grades available.

Philip II Gold Stater NGC Mint State –
Phenomenal 2,350 year old Gold Stater issued under
Philip II, the father of Alexander the Great. The overall
look and detail is noteworthy along with a bold strike
and near-perfect centering on both sides. Coins such
as this are few and far between for the price. Coin
shown is the exact coin you will receive.
Only one available for $11,485.

